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Abstract (en)
A road roller which permits an operator to climb up or down the road roller quickly in a safe manner at the time of getting on or off an operator's
seat on the road roller. Ascending/descending steps (20) which are provided at an lateral side (2B) of a front vehicle body (2) are constituted by a
lower stepping plate (21), a middle stepping plate (22) and an upper stepping plate (23). These stepping plates (21, 22 and 23) are arranged such
that their projection lengths from the lateral side (2B) of the front vehicle body (2) are gradually reduced from a lower stepping plate to an upper
stepping plate in the fashion of staircase. Consequently, an operator can see a footing surface on the projected outer end of the lower stepping plate
(21) from the projected outer end of the middle stepping plate (22), and similarly can see a footing surface on the projected outer end of the middle
stepping plate (22) from the projected outer end of the upper stepping plate (23). This means that, at the time of getting on or off the operator's seat,
the operator can climb up or down the road roller quickly in a safe manner, thereby ascertaining the positions of the respective stepping plates (21,
22 and 23). <IMAGE>
The road roller comprises a flight of steps (20) to get on and off installed on a lateral surface (2B) of a front car body (2) is composed of steps
(21,22,23). The lower step board is used as a stepping area further projecting beyond the projecting end of the intermediate step board and the
projecting end of the intermediate step board as a stepping area further projecting beyond the projecting end of the upper step board.
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